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Letter From the President

Oklahoma

Greetings from Oklahoma!

What a wonderful season for fall color! After a

very short spring and a hot, stressful summer the
greenhouse growers and retailers outdid themselves
to insure tremendous fall sales. Growing fall crops
was not easy with the hot, dry summer that
Oklahoma enjoyed this year. Once again the
horticulture industry in Oklahoma proved that
perseverance pays off! Consumers were desperate
for rich, beautiful fall color and we gave it to them.
The pansies were vibrant and just what our

customers needed to make them feel like a

successful gardener once again! I'm still hearing of
record pansy sales as they continue to be the
headliner of the fall crops.

Reports have poinsettia sales going great this year.
The plants may not have had the height some would
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have like but as usual color sells. If you didn't get
the chance to see some of the great new poinsettia
trial varieties be sure to talk to John Dole at OSU

about their favorites (or watch for results in this
newsletter). Another great source for poinsettia trial
information is the folks at TLC Florist &

Greenhouses. TLC grows new trials every year in
everyday greenhouse conditions and gets feedback
from their customers as to their favorites.

Look for exciting news in this issue on the
Oklahoma Greenhouse Grower's Short Course. We

have just finalized the schedule and are very excited
about the number of hands on sessions this year.
Don't miss this outstanding educational
opportunity!

Terri Webb

Editor's note: This is Terri's last column as

President. The current President is Bill Farris who

took over in January, 1999.

ASCFG Announces 1999 Field

Cut Flowers of the Year

The 1999 Fresh Cut Flower of the Year is Zinnia

*Benary's Giant' from Ernst Benary of America and
the 1999 Dried Cut Flower of the Year is

Gomphrena kQis Carmine' from Kieft Seeds
Holland. While both cultivars are available from

numerous seed suppliers, for more information on
finding a seed source, contact Dennis Reynolds
(Benary, 630-790-2378) or Jeff McGrew (Kieft,
360-445-2031). For more information on ASCFG,
call Judy Laushman at 440-774-2887.



Oklahoma Greenhouse Grower's Short Course 1999

Tuesday, June 22
00-8:30 Registration
30-9:00 Welcome

00-9:30 Aloes to Zinnias: A photo tour of
Oklahoma Greenhouse Crops

9:30-10:45 Tour of OSU Kirkpatrick
Horticulture Grounds

10:45-11:00 Break

11:00-l 1:30 Greenhouse Design, Structure and
Coverings

11:30-12:30 Lunch

12:30-1:30 Growing Containers, Media & Mixes
1:30-2:00 What's in the Water?

2:00-2:15 Break

2:15-3:15 Hands on Nutrition

3:15-4:30 All America Garden Tour
4:30-6:00 Cookout at OSU

6:00-7:00 Pond Seminar: Plants &
Construction

Wednesday, June 23
8:00-9:00 Hands on Propagation Lab OSU
9:00-9:15 Travel to Cooper's Plant Mart
9:15-10:30 Hands on Flat Filling, Seeding and

Transplanting
10:30-10:45 Return to OSU

10:45-11:00 Break

11:00-l 1:30 Greenhouse Equipment Maintenance
11:30-12:30 Insects

12:30-1:30 Lunch

1:30-2:15 Plant Diseases

2:15-2:30 Break

2:30-3:30 Hot New Bedding Plants - Flower
Fields selections from Ecke

3:30-4:15 Growing Fall Color
4:30-5:00 Culinary Herbs
5:00-6:00 Dinner provided with above class
6:00-7:00 Ornamental Grasses

Thursday, June 24
8:30-10:00 Florist Specialty Pot Crops
10:00-10:15 Break

10:15-10:30 Travel to Whispering Hills
Greenhouse

10:30-12:00 Tour Whispering Hills. Discussion
of Hydroponic Growing of Herbs
and Vegetables

12:00-1:00 Lunch at Whispering Hills
Diploma presentation
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GROWING

TO

MEET YOUR

NEEDS

•QUALITY MERCHANDISE • TOP NOTCH
SEED • LAWN & GARDEN SUPPLIES

• COMPLETE GROWER SUPPLIES

• GREENHOUSE SUPPLIES & TURF

PRODUCTS • KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF

» QUICK DELIVERY

NOW

SERVING YOU WITH

LOCATIONS IN...

•St. Louis, MO

BWI-SPRINGFIELD

2741 S. Scenic Dr.

Springfield, MO 64807
•(417) 881-3003 •(800) 247-4954

BWI-KANSAS CITY

9831 Lackman Road

Lenexa, KS

•(816) 859-9009 -(800) 662-5320



The Pleasures of Perennials

FOR RETAIL SALES: Finished 4" - 6"

FOR GROWING ON: Bareroot, Plugs,
Cold Treated Plugs

Caladiums
&

Elephant Ears

FOR RETAIL SALES: Bulk, Packaged

FOR GROWING ON: Bulk, Pre-finished

For further information call toll-free

1-800-525-1379

or fax

1-214-341-7873

ABBOTT-IPCO, INC.
P. O. Box 551329

Dallas, TX 75355-1329

AMBUOEM
GARDENS



1998 Oklahoma State University
Poinsettia Cultivar Trial

John Dole and Leah Aufill

Oklahoma State University

The number of cultivars evaluated in 1998

increased to 78 and will likely increase again in
1999 considering the number of new introductions
already announced. Several trends in the new
cultivars emerged. The number of early flowering
red cultivars increased with the introductions of

'Nova Red' and 'Orion Red' by Fischer. Of the
two cultivars 'Orion Red' was the strongest growing
and filled out a 6-inch pot nicely.

Two strikingly different cultivars, 'Winter Rose
Dark Red' and 'Red Baron', were released by
Ecke. 'Winter Rose' was the darling of the
consumer evaluation receiving the greatest number
of votes (out of92 ballots returned) for overall
favorite cultivar of the 78 cultivars evaluated. The

curled-underpuckered dark red bracts were quite
striking. The foliage was also curled under and dark
green. Unlike many novelties where the consumers
mark them as a favorite on the surveys and then buy
a typical red plant, the consumers at TLC bought all
of the 'Winter Rose' plants they had to offer. 'Red
Baron' was distinctly different because of the waxy
dark maroon-red bracts. Both 'Winter Rose' and
'Red Baron' stood out from the other reds.

The most significant advances among the pinks
was the introduction of rose or purplish-colored
cultivars. Ecke offers 'Freedom Rose' and

'Cranberry Punch' and Fischer released 'Cortez
Hot Pink' and 'Sonora Hot Pink' (formerly known
as CortezPurple Rose and Sonora Purple Rose,
respectively). The colors of these cultivars can be
hardto characterize accurately - some growers
describe them as light reds with a purple cast and
otherscall them dark pinks. Personally, we think
the brightest clear pink is still the old cultivar 'V-14
Pink', which also received the highest number of
votes for favorite pink cultivar by the consumers.
An early flowering version of V-14 Pink would
probably be well received. In contrast, many of the
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more recently released pink cultivars have bracts
that fade with age or have a salmon cast.

The challenge in producing white cultivars is
developing a true white color, instead ofa cream
color, and minimizing the amount of green
venation. Four white cultivar stood out for us -

'Nutcracker White', 'Snowcap', 'V-17 Angelika
White', and 'Whitestar'. All were vigorous and
uniform with clean white bracts.

Among the multi-colored cultivars 'Monet
Twilight' was a stand out. 'Monet Twilight' is a
darker pink version of the original 'Monet'. This
striking plant is easy to grow, uniform and vigorous.
Unfortunately, the multi-colored plants such as
'Monet' and 'Monet Twilight' illustrate the
principle that while they attract a lot of attention,
they sometimes don't generate a correspondingly
large number of sales.

Overall plants were smaller this year than last
year. The excessive heat in August and September
appeared to slow rooting after planting and made
plants more susceptible to root rots. We had more
problems with root rots last year than any other year
in the past and consequently, we applied fungicides
which we typically avoid using.

Production and Evaluation Methods:

Seventy-eight cultivars from four breeders were
featured in this year's OSU poinsettia cultivar trial.
Rooted cuttings were received from participating
companies August 20, potted in a commercial
premixed media (Fafard No. 2, Fisons, Inc), and
placed in a corrugated polycarbonate-covered
greenhouse. Plants were pinched to five nodes
above the medium on September 10. Plants were
hand irrigated with 250 ppm N from a commercial
premixed fertilizer (Peters 20-10-20 PLS) and
leached with unfertilized water weekly. Plants
received 1 oz./lOO gal S.T.E.M. and 8 oz./lOO gal.
MgS04 on October 19. No plant growth regulators
were applied.

The following data were collected on each plant
when it flowered: height (from media), diameter
(average of two measurements, one taken at the
widest point and the other perpendicular to the
first), and plant quality ratings (1-5 rating, with 5



being the best). Data were collected on 10 to 40
plants per cultivar, depending on the number of
plants sent by each company. Data on two
unnamed trial varieties have not been included.

The consumer preference trial was conducted at
TLC Nursery and Garden Center in Oklahoma City.
Two plants of each cultivar were placed in
decorative sleeves, labeled, and displayed.
Customers and visitors were asked to list their two

favorite cultivars for each color category (red, pink,
white, multicolor) on a ballot and list their overall
favorite cultivar. 92 ballots were returned and the

five top favorites are listed below for each color
category:

Red

1. Winter Rose Dark Red

2. Pepride Red
3. Red Velvet

4. Orion Red

5. Dynasty Red

Pink

1. V-14 Pink

2. Nutcracker Pink (tie)
2. Flirt (tie)
4. Cranberry Punch
5. Pepride Pink

White

1. Nutcracker White (tie)
1. V-17Angelika White (tie)
3. Snowcap
4. Whitestar

5. Pearl White (tie)

Multicolor (marble, jingle bells, and misc.)
1. Eckespoint Monet Twilight
2. Eckespoint Candy Cane
3. Eckespoint Monet
4. Jingle Bells 3
5. Jingle Bells

A special thanks to Linda and Charles
Shackelford, April Enos, Julia Spicer, and all of the
others who generously set up and maintained the
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display at TLC and to all of the companies for
providing the poinsettias.

Participating Poinsettia Cultivar
Breeders/Suppliers

Diimmen Young Plants
P.O. Box 707

Ashtabula, OH 44005
440-992-2522

FAX 440-992-2529

Fischer USA, Inc.
2995 Wilderness Place, Suite 102
Boulder, CO 80301
303-415-1466

FAX 303-415-1605

Oglevee Ltd.
152 Oglevee Lane
Connellsville, PA 15425-3888
800-437-4733

FAX 412-628-7270

Paul Ecke Poinsettias, Inc.
P.O. Box 230488

Encinitas, CA 92023-0488
800-468-3253

FAX 760-944-4054

Reviewer's Comments

Red

Bonita (Fischer): The large plants flowered mid-
season. The bracts were elongated, slightly
puckered, horizontal, and dark orange-red with a
smooth margin. The foliage was medium green.

Cortez Red (Fischer): The large plants flowered
mid-season. The bracts were horizontal and

medium red with a slightly lobed margin. The
foliage was dark green.



Dynasty Red (Oglevee): The large plants flowered
very late. The bracts were droopy and dark red with
a lobed margin. The foliage was dark green and the
flower clusters were small. This cultivar received

the fifth highest number of votes for favorite red
cultivar by consumers.

Festival Red (Oglevee): The medium-sized plants
flowered early. The bracts were horizontal to
droopy and medium red with a lobed margin. The
foliage was dark green.

Freedom Bright Red (Ecke): The medium-sized
plants flowered early, as is typical for the Freedom
series. The bracts were horizontal to droopy and
light red, with a lobed margin. The foliage was dark
green. This cultivar is similar to 'Freedom Red'
except for the lighter bract color.

Freedom Red (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered early, as is typical for the Freedom series.
The bracts were droopy and medium red, with a
lobedmargin. The foliage was dark green.
Branching was consistent and growth compact.

Jolly Red (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered very late. The flat bracts were dark red
witha lobed margin. The foliage was darkgreen.
The flower clusterswere small and some plants
suffered from bud drop.

Liberty Red (Oglevee): The small plants flowered
mid-season. The horizontal dark red bracts were
lobed. The foliage was dark green.

Malibu Red (Dummen): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The dark red bracts were
slightly lobedand droopy. The foliage has dark
green.

Noblestar (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts were a
unique light red-orange color, with a smooth
margin. The foliage was medium green.
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Nova Red (Fischer): The small plants flowered
early. The droopy lobed bracts were medium to
dark red. The leaves were dark green.

Nutcracker Red (Oglevee): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The large horizontal
bracts were medium red with a smooth margin. The
foliage was light green.

Orion Red (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered very early. The horizontal bracts had
smooth margins and were dark red. The foliage was
dark green. This cultivar received the fourth highest
number of votes for favorite red cultivar by
consumers. This cultivar and the unnamed trial

early red were the earliest to flower of the red
cultivars.

Pepride (Ecke): The small plants flowered mid-
season. Bud drop during production made
determination of the flowering date difficult. The
upright bracts were dark red with a extensively
lobed ('oak leaf) margin. The foliage was dark
green. This cultivar was one of the smallest
cultivars trialed and would do well in 4 to 5-inch

pots with little or growth retardants. This cultivar
received the second highest number of votes for
favorite red cultivar by consumers.

Peterstar Red (Ecke): The large plants flowered
early. The horizontal bracts were medium red with
a smooth margin. The foliage was medium green.
Branching was uniform and consistent.

Peter Jacobsen's Petoy Red (Ecke): The medium-
sized plants flowered mid-season. The smooth,
rounded horizontal bracts were light red with a
smooth margin. The foliage was light green. This
cultivar was similar to 'Supjibi' but larger in size.

Picacho (Fischer): The large plants flowered mid-
season. The elongated, puckered upright bracts
were medium red with a smooth margin. The
foliage was medium green.



Red Baron (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid to late season. The waxy bracts were
a dark maroon-red color and slightly lobed. The
foliage was medium green. The waxiness and
unusual color of this cultivar made it stand out

among the reds.

Red Elegance (Dummen): The medium-sized
plants flowered very late. The smooth medium red
bracts had a smooth margin. The leaves were dark
green.

Red Satin (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered late. The upright medium red bracts were
slightly lobed. The foliage was light green.

Red Splendor (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The upright bracts were dark
red with a smooth margin. The foliage was among
the darkest green of any of the cultivars. Bracts
tended to be small allowing the green foliage to be
more visible than with most of the other red

cultivars.

Red Velvet (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid to late season. The upright medium
red bracts were slightly lobed. The foliage was dark
red. This cultivar received the third highest number
of votes for favorite red cultivar by consumers.

Silverstar (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal, puckered
bracts were a unique cherry red color, with a smooth
margin. The foliage was pale, gray-green with
creamy-white variegation. While the plant could be
thought of as a novelty, by the time of flowering the
plant was mostly red and the variegated foliage was
not readily visible.

Sonora Fire (Fischer): This cultivar was originally
known as 'Sonora Orange'. The medium-sized
plants flowered very early. The light orange-red
bracts were puckered and cupped with a lobed ('oak
leaf) margin. The foliage was dark green.
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Sonora Red (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid season. The droopy puckered bracts
were light red with a extensively lobed ('oak leaf)
margin. The foliage was dark green.

Spotlight Dark Red (Dummen): The largeplants
flowered mid season. The horizontal bracts were

dark red with a distinct purple cast and the margins
were slightly lobed. The foliage was dark green.

Success (Ecke): The large plants flowered late.
The smoothbracts were upright and light red with a
lobed margin. The foliage was medium green. The
stems were very stocky and strong.

Supjibi Red (Ecke): The mediumsized plants
flowered mid-season. The smooth bracts were

horizontal and medium red witha smooth margin.
The foliage was medium green. Branches were
strong and sturdy.

V-14 Red Glory (Ecke): The large plants flowered
late. The large droopy bracts were medium red with
a lobed margin. The foliage was medium green.
The branching was even and consistent.

Victory Red (Dummen): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The dark red, horizontal to
droopy bracts were slightly lobed. The foliage was
dark green.

Winter Rose Dark Red (Ecke): The curled-under
puckered bracts were medium to dark red. The
foliage was also curled-under and dark green.
While the recommendations for this cultivar call for

planting more than one cutting per pot and not
pinching, we obtained the best plant quality by
planting early, pinching, and giving plants 2 to 4
weeks of extra long days after the pinch. The plants
with multiple cuttings per pot were uneven while
the pinched plants with extra long days were large,
uniform, and quite striking. This cultivar received
the highest number of votes for favorite red cultivar
by consumers and was voted overall favorite of all
the cultivars.



Xenia Red (Dummen): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The droopy bracts were
medium red and slightly lobed. Several plants
suffered from bud drop.

Pink

Cortez Hot Pink (Fischer): This cultivar was
originally known as 'Cortez Purple Rose'. The
medium-sized plants flowered mid-season. The
horizontal, light rose-colored bracts were lobed.
The foliage was dark green.

Cortez Pink (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The droopy bracts were dark
pink with a lobed margin. Bracts tended to fade
with age. The foliage was dark green.

Cranberry Punch (Ecke): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts
were bright rose and lobed. The foliage was dark
green. This cultivar was received the fourth highest
number of votes for favorite pink cultivar by
consumers.

Flirt (Fischer): The large plants flowered mid-
season. The horizontal bracts were light pink with a
smooth margin. The foliage was light green. This
cultivar was tied with 'Nutcracker Pink' in
receiving the second highest number of votes for
favorite pink cultivar by consumers.

Freedom Pink (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered early, as is typical for the Freedom series.
Thebracts werehorizontal to droopy and light pink
with a slightly lobed margin. Bracts tended to fade
with age. The foliage was dark green. 'Freedom
Pink' and 'Freedom Rose' were the earliest to
flowerof the pink cultivars.

Freedom Rose (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered early, as is typical for the Freedom series.
Thebracts werehorizontal to droopy and darkrose
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with a slightly lobed margin. The foliage was dark
green. 'Freedom Rose' and 'Freedom Pink' were
the earliest to flower of the pink cultivars.

Heirloom Pink (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The puckered upright bracts
were dark pink with a smooth margin. The foliage
was gray-green.

Maren (Fischer): The large plants flowered mid-
season. The horizontal bracts were salmon pink
with a smooth margin. The foliage was medium
green. The flower clusters were large.

Nutcracker Pink (Oglevee): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts
were medium pink with a smooth margin. The
foliage was medium green. This cultivar was tied
with 'Flirt' in receiving the second highest number
of votes for favorite pink cultivar by consumers.

Nutcracker Salmon (Oglevee): The large plants
flowered very late. The horizontal bracts were dark
pink with a salmon cast and a smooth margin. The
foliage was medium green.

Pepride Pink (Ecke): The small plants flowered
mid-season. The upright bracts were salmon pink
with a extensively lobed ('oak leaf) margin. The
foliage was dark green. This cultivar was one of the
smallest cultivars trialed and would do well in 4 to

5-inch pots with little or growth retardants. This
cultivar received the fifth highest number of votes
for favorite pink cultivar by consumers.

Peterstar Pink (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts were

medium pink with a smooth margin. The foliage
was medium green.

Silverstar Pink (Fischer): The small plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal, puckered
bracts were medium pink with a smooth margin.
The foliage was pale, gray-green with creamy-white
variegation. While the plant could be thought of as



a novelty, by the time of flowering the plant was
mostly pink and the variegated foliage was not
readily visible.

Sonora Hot Pink (Fischer): This cultivar was
originally known as 'Sonora Purple Rose'. The
medium-sized plants flowered mid-season. The
horizontal bracts were medium to dark rose colored

and heavily lobed. The foliage was dark green.

Sonora Pink (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The puckered droopy bracts
were dark pink with an extensively lobed ('oak leaf)
margin. The foliage was dark green. The bracts
faded with age.

V-14 Pink (Ecke): The large plants flowered mid-
season. The droopy bracts were bright flourescent
pink with a lobed margin. The foliage was light
green. The branching was uniform and consistent
with strong stems. This cultivar received the
highest number of votes for favorite pink cultivar by
consumers.

V-17 Angelika Pink (Ecke): The large plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal to droopy
bracts were light pink and slightly lobed. The
flower clusters were large and the foliage medium
green.

White

Cortez White (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts had a

large amount of green venation and a lobed margin.
The foliage was dark green.

Freedom White (Ecke): The small plants flowered
early, as is typical for the Freedom series. The
horizontal to droopy cream-colored bracts had some
green venation and a lobed margin. The foliage was
dark green. Flower clusters were small.
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Malibu White (Dummen): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The horizontal cream-
colored bracts had some green venation and a
slightly lobed margin. The foliage was dark green.

Nutcracker White (Oglevee): The large plants
flowered mid-season. The smooth horizontal bracts

were a clean white with some green venation and
slightly lobed margins. The foliage was medium
green. This cultivar, along with 'V-17 Angelika
White", received the highest number of votes for
favorite white cultivar by consumers.

Pearl White (Ecke): The medium sized plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts were a

clean white with some green venation and a smooth
margin. The foliage was medium green and the
flower clusters were large. This cultivar received
the fifth highest number of votes for favorite white
cultivar by consumers.

Peterstar White (Ecke): The large plants flowered
mid-season. The horizontal bracts were a clean

white with a slightly lobed margin. The foliage was
medium green.

Silverstar White (Fischer): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The horizontal,
puckered bracts were white with a slightly lobed
margin. The foliage was pale, gray-green with
creamy-white variegation. While the plant could be
thought of as a novelty, by the time of flowering the
plant was mostly white and the variegated foliage
was not readily visible.

Snowcap (Ecke): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal white bracts

had some green venation and a slightly lobed
margin. The foliage was medium green. This
cultivar received the third highest number of votes
for favorite white cultivar by consumers.

Sonora White (Fischer): The small plants
flowered mid-season. The puckered droopy bracts
had a large amount of green venation, an



extensively lobed ('oak leaf) margin, and elongated
petioles. The foliage was dark green.

V-14 White (Ecke): The large plants flowered
late. The large horizontal bracts were a clean white
with a slightly lobed margin. The foliage was
medium green. The plants were well branched and
uniform.

V-17 Angelika White (Ecke): The large plants
flowered mid-season. The smooth horizontal to

upright bracts were a clean white with smooth
margin. The foliage was medium green. This
cultivar, along with 'Nutcracker White' received the
highest number of votes for favorite white cultivar
by consumers.

Whitestar (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered early. The horizontal were a clean white
with a smooth margin. The foliage was dark green.
This cultivar received the fourth highest number of
votes for favorite white cultivar by consumers.

Marble

Freedom Marble (Ecke): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The horizontal to
droopy bracts had a light pink center and cream
edge with lobed margins. The foliage was dark
green. There was little contrast between the white
and the pink in the bracts.

Marblestar (Fischer): The large plants flowered
mid-season. The large horizontal bracts had a coral
pink marble center, white edge, and smooth margin.
Although the white edge of the bracts was narrow,
the contrast with the pink center was excellent and
striking. The foliage was light green with an
irregular white to tan margin. The unusual coloring
of the foliage can be disconcerting but mostly
disappears by the time of flowering or is covered by
the large bracts.
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Peterstar Marble (Ecke): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts
had a dark pink center, white edge, and slightly
lobed margin. The white edge was narrow. The
foliage was medium green.

Puebla (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts had a

dark pink center, white edge, and slightly lobed
margin. The contrast between the white and pink
was good. Branching was uniform and consistent
and the foliage color was medium green.

Sonora Marble (Fischer): The medium-sized
plants flowered mid-season. The horizontal to
droopy bracts had a medium pink center, cream
edge, and lobed margin. The bracts were puckered
and had elongated petioles and some green
venation.

V-17 Angelika Marble (Ecke): The large plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal bracts had a

medium pink center, white edge, and smooth
margin. There was good contrast between the center
pink and white edge. The foliage was medium
green.

Jingle Bells

Freedom Jingle Bells (Ecke): The medium-sized
plants flowered early, as is typical for the Freedom
series. The horizontal to droopy red and pink-
flecked bracts had lobed margins. The foliage was
dark green. It was the earliest to flower of the jingle
bell cultivars. The pink flecks were few in number
and did not contrast well with the red. In addition,
the variegation was not stable. Many plants were
solid pink while others were I/2 pink and Vz red.

Jingle Bells (Ecke): The large plants flowered mid-
season. The droopy red and pink-flecked bracts
had lobed margins. This plant was similar to Jingle
Bells 3 except that the bracts were lighter red and



had less contrast with the pink spots. The foliage
was light green. This cultivar received the fifth
highest number of votes for favorite multi-colored
cultivar by consumers.

Jingle Bells 3 (Ecke): The large plants flowered
mid-season. The droopy red and pink-flecked
bracts had lobed margins. The contrast between the
flecks and the red was excellent as the spots were
light pink to white. The foliage was light green.
This cultivar received the fourth highest number of
votes for favorite multi-colored cultivar by
consumers.

Peterstar Jingle Bells (Ecke): The large plants
flowered mid-season. The horizontal red and pink-
flecked bracts had smooth margins. The foliage
was light green. The pink flecks were few in
number and did not contrast well with the red.

Sonora Jingle (Fischer): The large plants
flowered mid-season. The puckered droopy red and
pink-flecked bracts had extensively lobed ('oak
leaf) margins. The foliage was dark green. The
pink flecks were few in number and did not contrast
well with the red. However, transitional bracts were

obvious and the green with pink and red flecks was
striking. The color pattern was unstable and
approximately 1/4 of the plants were mostly red or
pink.

Miscellaneous

Candy Cane (Ecke): The large flowered mid-
season. The horizontal to droopy bracts were white
with pink to red flecking and mottling; the margins
were lobed. The color pattern was striking but
extremely variable. Over half of the plants had
bracts which were red with pink flecking or pink
with red flecking. The foliage was dark green. This
cultivar received the second highest number of
votes for favorite multi-colored cultivar by
consumers.
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Cortez Candy (Fischer): The medium-sized plants
flowered mid-season. The droopy bracts were
apricot-colored with pink flecks and a lobed margin.
The foliage was dark green.

Monet (Ecke): The large plants flowered mid-
season. The unique droopy white to apricot bracts
are flecked with tiny pink spots which coalesce into
a pink margin at the edges. The margins of the
bracts are lobed. The foliage was medium green.
This cultivar received the third highest number of
votes for favorite multi-colored cultivar by
consumers.

Monet Twilight (Ecke): The large plants flowered
mid-season. The unique droopy white to apricot
bracts are flecked with tiny pink spots which
coalesce into a pink margin at the edges. This
cultivar is similar to Monet except that the bracts
were more heavily spotted, had a wider pink
margin, and the center bracts were almost solid
pink. The margins of the bracts are lobed. The
foliage was medium green. This cultivar received
the highest number of votes for favorite multi
colored cultivar by consumers.
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Table 1. Production characteristics and consumer preferences for 76 poinsettia cultivars (unnamed trial cultivars not included).
Plant Plant Consumer

Height1 diameter2 quality Flowering Days to preference
Cultivar (in.) (in.) rating3 date anthesis4 f%)5

Red
Bonita 32.2 38.4 4.6 Nov 25 97 3.3

Cortez Red 31.2 37.2 4.5 Nov 29 101 1.1

Dynasty Red 34.9 39.5 4.6 Dec 5 107 10.9

Festival Red 30.5 33.0 4.5 Nov 18 90 3.3

Freedom Bright Red 30.0 27.8 4.3 Nov 18 90 2.2

Freedom Red 32.6 31.1 4.4 Nov 18 90 0

Jolly Red 31.5 33.8 4.5 Dec 5 107 8.7

Liberty Red 27.7 26.5 4.6 Nov 27 99 0

Malibu Red 30.9 31.5 4.4 Nov 23 95 0

Noblestar 33.4 32.3 4.5 Nov 19 91 0

Nova Red 28.1 25.1 4.4 Nov 18 90 1.1

Nutcracker Red 33.0 33.5 4.3 Nov 21 93 1.1

Orion Red 31.3 31.3 4.2 Nov 16 88 13.0

Pepride Red 28.0 23.6 4.4 Nov 23 95 23.9

Peterstar Red 32.8 35.1 4.6 Nov 18 90 1.1

Petoy Red 31.6 33.2 4.6 Nov 28 100 1.1

Picacho 32.7 36.4 4.5 Nov 22 94 0
Red Baron 31.5 34.4 4.5 Nov 30 102 3.3

Red Elegance 29.3 27.9 4.4 Dec 8 110 0

Red Satin 34.6 32.9 4.6 Dec 2 104 5.4

Red Splendor 29.1 29.8 4.5 Nov 27 99 8.7

Red Velvet 33.5 34.5 4.5 Nov 29 101 19.6
Silverstar Red 29.8 32.8 4.4 Nov 22 94 1.1

Sonora Fire 31.9 29.8 3.8 Nov 17 89 2.2

Sonora Red 31.5 29.0 4.5 Nov 26 98 1.1

Spotlight Dark Red 37.3 41.9 4.5 Nov 23 95 2.2

Success 36.9 39.4 4.7 Dec 4 106 2.2

Supjibi Red 32.9

35.4

33.2 4.5 Nov 20 92 0

V-14 Glory 39.2 4.5 Dec 1 103 3.3
Victory Red 29.6 27.9 4.6 Nov 24 96 6.5

Winter Rose Dark Red 31.0 24.2 4.5 Nov 21 93 46.7
Xenia Red 28.4 31.4 4.4 Nov 29 101 1.1

Pink/Rose
Cortez Hot Pink 27.9 29.7 4.3 Nov 27 99 4.3

Cortez Pink 31.8 35.8 4.3 Nov 24 96 4.3

Cranberry Punch 30.5 30.2 4.5 Nov 21 93 13.0

Flirt 36.2 42.2 4.6 Nov 21 93 15.2

Freedom Pink

Freedom Rose

Heirloom Pink

Maren

30.5

30.1

28.7

37.1

27.5

28.2

28.2

45.0

4.4 Nov 18 90 6.5

4.4 Nov 17 89 6.5

4.4 Nov 21 93 5.4

4.5 Nov 23 95 7.6

Nutcracker Pink 32.7 38.7 4.5 Nov 24 96 18.5

Nutcracker Salmon 34.4 42.7 4.4 Dec 4 106 2.2



Pepride Pink 28.0 24.3 4.3 Nov 24 96 10.9

Peterstar Pink 33.4 32.2 4.3 Nov 19 91 3.3

Silverstar Pink 25.7 25.8 4.3 Nov 20 92 4.3

Sonora Hot Pink 29.6 34.1 4.6 Nov 24 96 1.1

Sonora Pink 29.9 36.8 4.5 Nov 24 96 0

V-14 Pink 33.2 41.3 4.7 Nov 30 102 44.6

V-17 Angelika Pink 33.3 41.2 4.6 Nov 24 96 4.3

White
Cortez White 28.1 29.5 4.3 Nov 24 96 2.2

Freedom White 28.0 24.9 4.4 Nov 22 94 9.8

Malibu White 30.2 29.3 4.5 Nov 24 96 2.2

Nutcracker White 36.6 38.1 4.4 Nov 26 98 34.8

Pearl White 32.5 32.5 4.4 Nov 21 93 9.8

Peterstar White 31.4 37.2 4.5 Nov 27 99 7.6

Silverstar White 30.1 35.1 4.2 Nov 27 99 6.5

Snowcap 33.7 35.1 4.5 Nov 24 96 27.2

Sonora White 27.8 26.7 4.0 Nov 22 94 1.1

V-14 White 33.9 36.7 4.6 Dec 2 104 7.6

V-17 Angelika White 35.2 40.0 4.6 Nov 26 98 30.4

Whitestar 32.7 31.1 4.3 Nov 18 90 12.0

Marble
Freedom Marble 31.3 29.8 4.5 Nov 25 97 7.6

Marblestar 32.2 36.4 4.6 Nov 28 100 7.6

Peterstar Marble 33.0 35.0 4.4 Nov 21 93 8.7

Puebla 33.1 35.1 4.5 Nov 20 92 6.5

Sonora Marble 31.8 35.2 4.4 Nov 27 99 0

V-17 Angelika Marble 38.4 45.9 4.6 Nov 26 98 5.4

Jingle Bells
Freedom Jingle Bells 30.8 29.5 4.5 Nov 20 92 10.9

Jingle Bells 36.4 41.9 4.6 Nov 28 100 14.1

Jingle Bells 3 33.1 38.0 4.5 Nov 29 101 15.2

Peterstar Jingle Bells 38.5 40.2 4.6 Nov 21 93 8.7

Sonora Jingle 29.2 32.2 4.3 Nov 27 99 7.6

Miscellaneous
Candy Cane 32.2 36.7 4.6 Nov 26 98 34.8

Cortez Candy 28.2 31.8 4.4 Nov 26 98 1.1

Monet 37.7 40.9 4.5 Nov 26 98 21.7

Monet Twilight 35.1 43.3 4.7 Nov 30 102 35.9

'Height measured from the media line.
2Average of two measurements, one takenat the widest point and the other perpendicular to the first.
31-5 rating with 5 being the best.
"Days counted from potting, August 20, 1998.
5Percent of 92 respondents who marked the cultivar as one oftheir two favorite within each color grouping. Consumers were
able to selection eight favorite cultivars, two within each color group (Red, pink/rose, white, and multicolor).
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